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Abstract
Most past efforts on autonomous machine learning (AutoML) focused on selecting
and tuning hyper-parameters of classification and regression algorithms using
tabular datasets that have already been featurized. This automates only one stage in
machine learning application pipelines. We describe the design, structure, schemas,
and baselines created for a new dataset corpus that will enable the development
and testing of AutoML tools that address other more time-consuming pipeline
stages including: feature extraction from raw data, tidying or restructuring data
that is sometimes in multiple files, and addressing common data quality issues.
This corpus addresses a wide range of applications and many different types of
machine learning problems. It includes more than 500 curated datasets with handgenerated baseline pipeline solutions, is being generated for the DARPA D3M
program, includes online documentation, and is expected to be released to the
machine learning community in the near future.
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Introduction and Background

Fig 1 shows seven common stages present in machine learning pipelines that address real-world
applications. Not all the tasks shown in each stage are present in all pipelines and, as shown by the
arrows, each stage is not necessarily designed once, but may be modified and enhanced many times
based on results from other stages. Although machine learning practitioners or data scientists perform
most of these tasks, interactions with subject matter or domain experts are required for all stages to
maintain good performance.
Most past competitions on Autonomous Machine Learning (AutoML) (e.g. [4]) have focused on stage
five in Fig. 1 that involves selecting algorithms, tuning hyper parameters, training, and evaluating
machine learning algorithms. One recent AutoML competition [10] has also begun to explore
adaptation in stage seven. The vast majority of past work has used featurized, well structured, “tidy”
data as described in [12]. Our experience, and that of many others (e.g. [6, 9, 12]), is that this
stage typically consumes less than 20% of total time required to apply machine learning in new
applications. The vast majority of time is typically spent understanding the problem, searching for
and exploring data, labeling data, structuring and cleaning data, and selecting effective features.
Realizing that automation of more complete pipeline stages is essential for widespread application
of machine learning, our long-term goal is to create open datasets that can be used to develop and
evaluate semi- or fully-autonomous versions of all pipeline stages. Our short-term goal is datasets
that enable automation of pipeline stages four and five. The focus is to promote development of
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open-source software that complements existing AutoML tools such as Auto-sklearn [3] and to extend
data available from recent AutoML competitions [4] to cover more of the machine learning pipeline.
All datasets have been developed and used under the DARPA D3M program [1, 7] and we plan to
release the datasets in the near future as the program continues.
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Dataset Components

Each dataset includes (1) A formatted directory
structure and machine-readable schema that describes and contains the data, (2) a schema that
describes the machine learning problem associated with the data, and (3) a runnable solution
for the problem. Raw dataset files are stored
as is, other datasets are provided as CSV files,
and schemas are provided as JSON formatted
files for machine readability and automatic verification. We provide coverage for many data
types including image, video, audio, speech,
text, graph, table, time series, and geospatial.
Many types of machine learning problems are
also supported including classification, regression, clustering, graph link prediction, graph
vertex nomination, graph community detection,
graph clustering, graph matching, time series
classification, time series forecasting, collabo- Figure 1: Seven steps commonly present in marative filtering, and object boundary marking. chine learning application pipelines.
The problem schema also supports 18 different
performance metrics. Data and problem schemas have been developed over two years with feedback
and testing during three formal evaluations and six major versions have been released. Extensive
documentation, including schema specifications, is available online [8]. Runnable solutions are
created by hand, often using scikit-learn components, but also using additional deep learning, graph,
and other special libraries.
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Corpus Description
Level
L0
L1
L2

Pipeline Steps Required
5
4-5
4-5

Description
Tabular, featurized, tidy
Raw and tidy
Raw or featurized and imperfect

Number
351
216
19

A large set of diverse datasets was identified after prioritizing those where (1) a liberal open use
license is provided, (2) a machine learning problem is defined for the data or is easy to define as in
time series prediction, (3) truth labeling is available, and (4) a solution with baseline performance is
already available either as a description or as running code. Three levels of datasets were created
that required processing in the grayed-in stages four and five in Fig. 1. First, L0 datasets are tabular,
featurized, tidy and fairly clean. Many of these datasets were selected from those available in OpenML
[11] and the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]. These datasets provide baseline performance for
AutoML systems and require minimal data pre-processing. L1 datasets all include some type of raw
data including different types of image, time series, graph, text, video, audio, geospatial, and tabular
files. Note that raw data, including time series, log files, and event files, are often provided in tabular
format, but that feature extraction is required on this tabular data to provide good performance. L1
datasets require feature extraction. Finally, L2 datasets are either raw or already featurized but are
either poorly structured and not tidy or imperfect in other ways. L2 datasets sample five types of
untidy data as defined in [12]. L2 datasets also sample eight data quality issues from those described
in [5].
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